Line 69 ", so and" something missing here? Line 85 "With the exception of Pennsylvania.." maybe replace with "In Pennsylvania …" Line 101 "estimated the age" Line 118 Please explain expected 14C levels / reference records -might not be clear to the reader what this at this point Line 127 For reference records shown this surely appears to be the case, however, as also stated elsewhere freshwater reference records are rare -so can you be sure this is always the case for all freshwater systems? (I think not -I believe these may be very complex and site-specific due to geology, geochemistry, hydrology and so forth) Line 128 I think 'expectation' is an overstatement. Are these freshwater reference curves universal to the extend that you may expect other data to follow the curve? I would slightly weaken the statement. Line 135 please explain what you mean with 'expected' Line 142 this is more comment to statement above. This exactly shows that freshwater systems are complex and variable, and hence that reference curves for freshwater systems must be considered local.
Line 194 I don't think you can state that 14C bomb dating can reveal ages older than 1960 -50. I am a little ambivalent on what to think here. Clearly 14C bomb dating is important in order to make this conclusion, however, what you really do is to verify your otolith annual counts using the bomb rise. On its own 14C cannot be used to infer the old age (unless you construct a model e.g. Nielsen et al, Science, 2016) . Maybe attach a small explanatory paragraph after the sentence Line 214 Would change to "timing of the rise" is similar. As correctly explained in line 217. It may read as curves are similar. Nielsen et al, Science, 2016) . Maybe attach a small explanatory paragraph after the sentence. Please see 'track changes' document for detailed response in the comment section
